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from a security perspective the most exciting feature for me in 7.2 is the decision to build in kernel vulnerability scanning via the cve-2017-10271 vulnerability. one of my favorite features was added in this release and is the ability to remotely select the z-wave network vendor from the gui. this means that you can use a
third party vendor to connect to your wireless infrastructure. as a new release of the operating system was shipped, several customers have reported that they were unable to access the web interface or start a session on the device. we reached out to those customers. the problem was isolated to the router and not the

device itself. the affected version of the software was 7.2.0 (build 026075). the new release of the software, 7.0 (build 026075) is currently available for download on mikrotik.com, without any restrictions. the current scheduled release time is 1:06 pm wednesday, july 12, 2018 the new release was ready for a release on june
24. one of the new features is the cli readout which now has an ip address as a part of it. ip address output also appears in the properties of the device in osm. mikrotik routers are powered by the rtos routeros. our biggest success in the past years was a decision to change our development model from producing all hw and

sw for every single os version to only produce the os for production use. mikrotik includes a powerful feature called the mikrotik setup manager. the setup manager is a web-based interface that allows you to download and install new firmware or software updates for your devices.
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you should be careful about how you ask the questions you are asking because it is possible for a user to find you on the
network because of that. there are other ways to find out a router’s ip address. winbox has a built-in method of doing this, too:
i.e. you can connect an external device to your router using an ethernet cable and open up winbox (there is a program in the
mikrotik website that does this for you or you can do it yourself), connect your external device to the router and then click on

wireless settings, and then ip settings. that will bring up your router ip address in the box. the mikrotik rtos-project is currently
in a very good way. many notable big customers have already chosen mikrotik rtos for their router-platform. customers are

convinced that mikrotik rtos has the right recipe for the future of the router-industry. some other large players, such as cisco,
big switch networks and huawei, are preparing their exit from the router-business. we will shortly have a new announcement.
at some point we can expect the first sales for mikrotik switches. mikrotik is currently developing their next generation router

operating system called routeros 7.2. this new version will combine advanced features from their previous router oss with
many additional features that are useful for the future of wireless networking. please note this is a beta release. mikrotik

routers are powered by the rtos routeros. we are proud to announce that version 7.2 of routeros is now available. this new
version incorporates many enhancements and bug fixes over previous versions. the previous notes are important for all

previous versions. 5ec8ef588b
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